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ABSTRACT

We report the detection of an increase of about 2 mag in the 2.2 �mbrightness of ISO-Cha I 192, a class I low-mass
stellar object thought to be driving a bipolar CO outflow in the Chamaeleon I cloud. This substantial brightness change
has taken place during less than 3 yr, from 1996 March to 1999 April. An elongated infrared reflection nebula of size
�530 AU is seen originating from the star in the direction of the CO bipolar outflow. The historic infrared properties of
this young stellar object are examined in order to substantiate the hypothesis that this object is an FU Ori– or EX Lup–
type system. Combining our new ground-based near- andmid-infrared photometrywith Spitzer IRAC andMIPS broad-
band fluxes supplemented by published recent spectrophotometry, the spectral energy distribution of this source was
constructed. We explored the plausibility of a ‘‘standard’’ configuration of infalling envelope + disk + central source
for this object by fitting a two-dimensional radiative transfer code that includes the contributions of each of these
components.

Key words: circumstellar matter — ISM: individual (Chamaeleon I ) — ISM: jets and outflows —
stars: formation — stars: low-mass, brown dwarfs — stars: pre–main-sequence

1. INTRODUCTION

ISO-Cha I 192, also referred to in the literature as [CCE98] 2-41,
DENIS-P J1109.5�7633 (Cambrésy et al. 1998), [PMK99]
ISOCAM Cha I-Na2 (Persi et al. 1999), and [PMK99] IR Cha
I-Na1 (Gómez & Mardones 2003), is a young class I member of
the Chamaeleon I dark cloud, with no optical counterpart detected
so far. Based on the relatively uncertain spectral type (M3.5–M6.5)
derived by Gómez &Mardones (2003) and its location in the H-R
diagram and in D’Antona & Mazzitelli’s (1994) evolutionary
tracks, an age ranging from 2 ; 105 to 3 ; 106 yr has been esti-
mated by these authors for this star. From their crude extinc-
tion map of the area, Jones et al. (1985) estimated AV � 13 in
the direction of this object (� ¼ 11h09m29:4s; � ¼ �76o3302800

[J2000.0]), and Mizuno et al. (1999) detected a dense C18O core
in this area. Persi et al. (1999), on the other hand, identified ISO-
Cha I 192 as the driving source of a large-scale 12CO (1–0) out-
flow in the region (Mattila et al. 1989). Gómez et al. (2004) found
five H2 knots that roughly align with the CO outflow direction.

In this contributionwe report a brightness increase in ISO-Cha I
192 of around 2 mag in the Ks band from 1996 to 1999, similar to

that exhibited by a number of FU Orionis variables (FUors; see,
e.g., Hartmann & Kenyon 1996) or EXors (EX Lupi being the
prototype of this group; Herbig 1977; Herbig et al. 2001). In x 2
we present new photometry of this object from archive Spitzer
IRAC andMIPS images added to that obtained from our La Silla
and Las Campanas observations. In x 3 we combine these data
with those from the literature to construct a crude Ks-band light
curve, use an image-enhancing technique to study the properties
of an associated reflection nebula, and construct a nearly simul-
taneous spectral energy distribution (SED) of ISO-Cha I192.We
also attempt to fit amodel to quasi-simultaneous photometric points
in order to explore the plausibility of a ‘‘standard’’ configuration
of infalling envelope + disk + central source for ISO-Cha I 192
using the radiative transfer code of Whitney et al. (2003b). In x 4
we provide arguments in favor of considering this object a young
FUor or EXor system. Finally, we present a brief summary in x 5.

2. OBSERVATIONS

ISO-Cha I 192 was observed on the night of 2003 May 15 us-
ing Persson’s Auxiliary Nasmyth Infrared Camera (PANIC) at-
tached to the Magellan Clay 6.5 m telescope at Las Campanas
Observatory (Chile). PANIC has a Rockwell 1024 ; 1024 Hawaii
array that provides a 20 ; 20 field of view with 0.12500 pixel�1. We
used theKs filter, with a bandwidth of 0.32�m, and obtained nine

1 Based on observations collected at the European Southern Observatory, La
Silla, Chile, ESO proposal 073.C-0099(A), and at Las Campanas Observatory,
Chile.
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dithered frames of 5 s, offsetting the telescope by 600 between con-
secutive exposures. The measured point-spread function (PSF)
fullwidth at half-maximum (FWHM)was about 0.800.As discussed
in x 3, ISO-Cha I 192 appears clearly extended.We also observed
a few standards from the list of Persson et al. (1998) to calibrate
the data. It is important to note that the photometry of the nearby
star [CCE98] 40 from our Magellan telescope image,Ks ¼ 10:24
(see Fig. 2), is in reasonable agreement with that published for the
same object by Cambrésy et al. (1998), Ks ¼ 10:11.

Mid-infrared images of ISO-Cha I 192 were obtained on 2004
April 1, with the mid-infrared camera Thermal Infrared Multi-
Mode Instrument 2 (TIMMI2) attached to the 3.6mESO telescope
at La Silla (Chile). TIMMI2 uses a 320 pixel ; 240 pixel Si:As
array manufactured by Raytheon, providing a field of view of
6400 ; 4800 for the 0.200 pixel�1 magnification lens. We observed
this source with narrowband filters centered at 8.9, 9.8, and
12.9 �m, having bandwidths of 0.78, 0.93, and 1.18 �m,
respectively.

The images were taken using the standard chop-nodding tech-
nique to correct for the background. We employed a chop throw
of 1000, with a nodding offset of 1000 perpendicular to the chop di-
rection. The central 300 pixel ; 220 pixel area of the detector
were used to register the data. Both the positive and negative im-
ages were combined to construct the final images in each band.
This was done by shifting and adding all the sources in each chop-
nod frame. The total on-source integration time was equivalent
to 30 minutes at 12.9�m and 24 minutes at 9.8 and 8.9�m.

The photometrywas calibratedwith a number of TIMMI2 stan-
dard stars as listed in the TIMMI2 user’s manual,2 which were
observed at an air mass similar to that of our source. The de-
rived PSFs (FWHM)were 1.2600, 1.3200, and 1.2400 at 8.9, 9.8, and

12.9�m, respectively.A detection limit (2�) of about 1mJy pixel�1

in all three filters was obtained. No evidence of extended emis-
sion around ISO-Cha I 192was found in these images. The nearby
star [CCE98] 40 was too faint to be detected in any of these
images.

The star ISO-Cha I 192 lies in one of the fields included in
the Spitzer Space Telescope program ‘‘Structure and Incidence
of Young Embedded Clusters’’ (PI: G. Fazio), for which IRAC
(3.6, 4.5, 5.8, and 8�m) andMIPS (24 and 71�m) calibrated im-
ages were obtained and are now available in the science archive.
ISO-Cha I 192 was saturated in the 24 �m image. The IRAC im-
ages, taken in IRAC-MAP mode, have a scale of 1.2200 pixel�1,
and that from MIPS, at 71 �m, taken in SCAN-MODE, has
9.9800 pixel�1. ISO-Cha I 192 was unresolved in all bands. Pho-
tometry of ISO-Cha I 192 was obtained from the IRAC images
using a 3 pixel aperture and a background annulus of 3–7 pixels.
Aperture correction was applied according to the values given in
the IRAC user manual. TheMIPS photometry was obtained with
a radius of 3.55 pixels and a background annulus of 4.0–6.6 pix-
els. Aperture correction was also applied according to the MIPS
manual.

The measured flux densities for the star ISO-Cha I 192 at
all observed wavelengths are listed in Table 1, which also gives
the dates of observation. Integrating the SED between 1.2 and
70 �m, we obtain F(1 70) ¼ 2:45 ; 1016 W cm�2. For a distance
of 160 pc, this corresponds to a luminosity of LIR ¼ 1:5 L�.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Infrared Variability

Table 2 lists the available J, H, and Ks magnitudes for this
source, together with the dates of the observations compiled from
the literature and determined from our Magellan Ks image. Fig-
ure 1 shows the corresponding light curve. This plot includes 13
individual observations obtained in about a 3 month period (early
2000) as part of the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS;
Carpenter et al. 2002). The mean value of these is reported in the
corresponding entry in Table 2. Note that the quoted magnitude
fromGómez & Kenyon (2001) corresponds to the K band instead
of the Ks band, as is the case for the rest of the data.

To derive theKs magnitude for 1999 April 12 (see Table 2 and
Fig. 1), we integrated the near-infrared spectrum obtained by
Gómez &Mardones (2003) throughout the 2MASS Ks bandpass.
The spectrum of the companion star [CCE98] 40 (see Fig. 2) was
obtained simultaneously with that of ISO-Cha I 192, since both
objects lie on the slit. We used the 2MASS Ks magnitude of
[CCE98] 40 (10.25) to calibrate the Ks-band magnitude of ISO-
Cha I 192. We caution, however, that, since this is not a true pho-
tometric measurement, the uncertainties are larger than the other
values quoted in Table 2.

TABLE 1

ISO-Cha I 192 Observed Flux Densities and Observation Details

Wavelength

(�m)

Flux

(Jy) Julian Date Instrument /Telescope

2.2 (Ks)................... 0.038 � 0.001 2,452,775 PANIC/Clay

3.6........................... 0.12 � 0.01 2,453,191 IRAC/Spitzer

4.5........................... 0.29 � 0.02 2,453,191 IRAC/Spitzer

5.8........................... 0.54 � 0.03 2,453,191 IRAC/Spitzer

8.0........................... 0.85 � 0.04 2,453,191 IRAC/Spitzer

8.9........................... 0.80 � 0.11 2,453,097 TIMMI2/ESO 3.6 m

9.8........................... 0.55 � 0.07 2,453,097 TIMMI2/ESO 3.6 m

12.9......................... 1.15 � 0.09 2,453,097 TIMMI2/ESO 3.6 m

71............................ 12.3 � 1.2 2,453,107 MIPS/Spitzer

TABLE 2

Photometry of ISO-Cha I 192 and Dates of Observation

Date Julian Date Ks H J Reference

1996 Jan 21............... 2,450,103 12.24 . . . . . . DENIS, Cambrésy et al. (1998)

1996 Mar 1–3........... 2,450,144–2,450,146 12.22 14.59 17.52 Oasa et al. (1999)

1996 Mar 3–4........... 2,450,146–2,450,147 12.75 15.28 18.24 Persi et al. (1999)

1996 Mar 11 ............. 2,450,154 12.18a 14.59 17.92 Gómez & Kenyon (2001)

1999 Apr 12.............. 2,451,279 11b . . . . . . This paper

2000 Jan–Mar........... 2,451,545–2,451,635 11.02 13.27 16.07 2MASS, Carpenter et al. (2002)

2003 May 15............. 2,452,775 10.61 . . . . . . This paper

a K band instead of Ks magnitude.
b Estimated Ks magnitude from the spectrum obtained by Gómez & Mardones (2003).

2At http://www.ls.eso.org / lasilla /Telescopes/360cat /timmi /html /uman/LSO-
TIMMI-MAN.html.
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In ISO-Cha I 192,we find evidence of small-amplitude (�Ks �
0:5) variability on timescales of days, apart from a large increase
in brightness (�Ks � 2) that was found to occur in a period of
less than 3 yr, from 1996 March to 1999 April, as can be seen in
Figure 1. There are no observations of this star prior to 1996 or
after 2003 available in the literature; thus, the light curve in Fig-
ure 1 does not necessarily register the total amplitude of the var-
iation experienced by this source. Clearly, this light curve does
not provide direct information about the actual timescale of
the outburst, as it might have occurred in a rapid manner (e.g.,
100 days) anytime between mid-1996 and early 1999.We cannot
rule out, however, a slower brightness increase.

From the short-wavelength data in Table 2, we can only state
that the observed 2.2 �m variations seem to be mimicked in the
J and H bands. With the extremely limited data available in the
mid-infrared range (from the Infrared Space Observatory [ISO]
and Spitzer), the assessment of variability at these wavelengths
can only be tentative. Fluxes at k ¼ 6:7 and 14.3 �m have been
reported by Persi et al. (1999) based on ISOCAM calibrated im-
ages taken in 1996 April, most likely before ISO-Cha I 192 went
into outburst (F6:7 �m ¼ 0:22 Jy and F14:3�m ¼ 1:41 Jy). Postout-
burst fluxes at these wavelengths can be derived by interpolating
the observed 2004 mid-infrared photometric data from TIMMI2
and from IRAC andMIPS on Spitzer (Table 2), yieldingF6:7 �m ’
0:7 Jy and F14:3 �m ¼ 2:1 Jy. These values imply flux increases
from 1996 to 2004 of approximately factors of 3.1 and 1.5 at 6.7
and 14.3�m, respectively. Given the small quoted uncertainties
in the flux determinations fromboth the ISO and Spitzer data, even
allowing for the interpolation process in the latter, there is no rea-
son to believe that these variations are not real.

Short-timescale variations in the visible and near-infrared are
common amongTTauri stars and are usually attributed to the pres-
ence of cool and /or hot spots on the surface of these objects
(Herbst et al. 1994; Batalha et al. 1998; Carpenter et al. 2002).
However, the amplitude of this kind of variability in ISO-Cha I
192 is larger than is typically observed in T Tauri stars (�KsP
0:2; see, e.g., Skrutskie et al. 1996). Large-scale variations, like
the one reported here for ISO-Cha I 192, are characteristic of

eruptive variables of the FUOri type and of EXors, althoughmost
of these are documented only in the optical. The amplitude of the
present largeKs-band variation in ISO-Cha I 192 is similar to that
shown by V1647 Ori, a candidate member of the FUor or EXor
classes (Briceño et al. 2004; Aspin et al. 2006). This young stel-
lar object that illuminates McNeil’s Nebula has been reported
to have suffered, between 1998 and 2004, a K-band brightness
increase of about 3 mag (Reipurth & Aspin 2004), although this
event most probably happened simultaneously with the outburst
reported in the IC band (Briceño et al. 2004) between 2003 Jan-
uary and 2004 February. Note that the shape of the light curve
presented by these authors suggests that the photometric rise prob-
ably lasted less than 6 months. A similar outburst occurred in
1966–1967, as recently documented by Aspin et al. (2006), in-
dicating that in V1647 Ori this is a recurrent phenomenon with
(at least in this case) a period of 37 years.

3.2. Extended Nebulosity

Figure 2 shows direct images in the 2�matmospheric window
of the region containing ISO-Cha I 192 and its companion star
[CCE98] 40 corresponding to different epochs and taken with dif-
ferent instruments and telescopes. With the exception of the
2MASS frame, the spatial resolution (the FWHM of the stars the
field) is less than 0.900. In these cases, the morphology of ISO-
Cha I 192 differs from the PSF. This is particularly clear in the
1996 duPont frame, in which the star itself was fainter.

In order to enhance the structure of the faint extended diffuse
emission masked by the star, we subtracted the PSF, defined as
the point-like image of the nearby star [CCE98] 40, from that of
ISO-Cha I 192. For this, in each available image, we shifted the
image so that the position of the star [CCE98] 40 exactly coincides
with that of ISO-Cha I 192 in the original frame. After normaliz-
ing the shifted image so as to have the wings of the Gaussian of
both stars at the same level, we subtracted one from the other. The
results are shown in Figure 3 for six independent images, some
taken through narrowband filters isolating the Br� and 2.12 �m
H2 lines and also one centered at 2.09�mshowing only the narrow-
band continuum.The other two are broadbandKs images taken 7 yr
apart. The elongated emission in the southeast-northwest direc-
tion and arising from ISO-Cha I 192 is clear. The orientation is
coincident with that of the CO bipolar outflow.
As a test of the validity of this method, we repeated the same

procedure using a number of much fainter, more distant stars in
the field as PSF estimators, obtaining the same structures (with
larger residuals, as expected) when subtracted from ISO-Cha I
192. No extended structure was seen at all when the PSFwas sub-
tracted from [CCE98] 40.Gómez et al. (2004) have presented some
of these images. It must be added that the experiment was also
carried out for the 2MASS images and the 3.6 and 4.5�m IRAC
images. As expected, after subtracting the PSF no trace of the ex-
tended nebulosity was seen on either of these, because of their
low spatial resolution (�200).
The similarities in shape, orientation, length, and relative bright-

ness of the extended structure arising from ISO-Cha I 192 are
evident in all these images. Quantitatively speaking, on all these
images we measured the same position angle (325� � 2�) and
length (�3:300 � 0:200 or 528 � 30 AU) from ISO-Cha I 192 to
the northwestern tip of the detectable nebulosity. Finally, the mea-
sured ratio of the flux density of the central star to that at the cen-
ter of the nebulosity at a distance of 2.400 from ISO-Cha I 192was
found in all images to be 151 � 23, with the large dispersion
caused by the rather low signal-to-noise ratio in the PSF-subtracted
image of the elongated nebula. There was no indication whatso-
ever that the relative signal from the nebulositywas different in any

Fig. 1.—ISO-Cha I 192 Ks-band light curve from 1996 September to 2003
July. The values of the photometry are listed in Table 2.
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of the lines compared to that of the Ks continuum. This leaves no
doubt that the diffuse elongated radiation comes from a reflection
nebula.

That this extended nebulosity is mostly reflected light from the
star may be a surprising result, given that the 2 �m spectrum of
ISO-Cha I 192 taken in 1999 byGómez&Mardones (2003) shows
prominent H2 line emission, including the 2.12 and 2.23 �m and
theQ lines, over a rising, otherwise featureless continuum.Clearly,
the H2 lines must originate very close to the star. Note that the
several knots of shockedH2 emission are seen at distances of tens
of arcseconds roughly along the CO flow. A discussion on the de-
tails of this flow and the association of this system with these H2

emission knots is given by Gómez et al. (2004).
The ISO-Cha I 192 near-infrared nebulosity and variations re-

semble those associated with the previously known embedded
FUors/EXors PP 13S (Tapia et al. 1997; Sandell &Aspin 1998),
AR6A/6B (Aspin&Reipurth 2003),OOSer (Hodapp et al. 1996),
and the Braid Nebula in the Cyg OB7 association (Movsessian
et al. 2006). The presence of optical and/or near-infrared nebulae
around FUors and EXors is one of the characteristics of these
classes (see, e.g., Hartmann&Kenyon 1996; Herbig et al. 2001).
On the other hand, it must be mentioned that our TIMMI2 mid-
infrared images of ISO-Cha I 192 do not show an extended mor-
phology (PSF � 1:300).

3.3. Spectral Energy Distribution

Combining the available and nearly simultaneous near-, mid-,
and far-infrared observations,we have constructed the SEDof ISO-
Cha I 192, plotted in Figure 4. The infrared fluxes obtained with

Spitzer, TIMMI2, and PANIC were taken in a period that spans
less than 13 months. Considering that there is evidence that the
mid- and far-infrared flux variations are much smaller than in the
visible, it is reasonable to assume that these data produce a good
representation of the true SED of ISO-Cha I 192 for 2004, after
its outburst. Note that the plotted values of J and H are extrap-
olated to 2003 May (the epoch of the Ks Clay observation) from
the observed light curves at those wavelengths. Therefore, these
values are more uncertain than for Ks. For the sake of complete-
ness, our SED also includes the 3–4 �m fluxes from the Very
Large Telescope spectrum reported by Pontoppidan et al. (2003),
although this was taken in mid-2002. On the contrary, we omit
the ISOCAMmid-infrared fluxes at 6.7 and 14.3�m (Persi et al.
1999) because these were obtained about 6 yr before Spitzer and
TIMMI2 observations (but see x 3).

In order to test the plausibility of a standard configuration con-
sisting of an infalling envelope + disk + central source to describe
this object, we fitted a model of this kind to the SED shown in
Figure 4. The model we applied uses the two-dimensional radia-
tion transfer code developed byWhitney et al. (2003b). Consider-
ing the limited number of data points and that we lack critical
measurements at k > 70 �m,we point out that this exercise must
be taken as an experiment rather than a rigorous or precise deter-
mination of the physical and geometrical properties of this system.

To carry out our experiment, we defined a set of fixed param-
eters and a group of five free parameters. For the disk scale height
atR�,H, the radial density exponentA [n(r) / r�A], and the scale
height exponent B [Z(h) / r B], we assumed standard values for
T Tauri disks (i.e., 0.01, 1.875, and 1.125, respectively; see, e.g.,

Fig. 2.—Direct images of the region containing ISO-Cha I 192 taken on different dates andwith different telescope/instrument combinations. Top left: 1996March 3–4,
Ks band. Top right: 2000 January–March, Ks band. Bottom left: 2003 May 3, Ks band. Bottom right: 2003 April 17–18, 2.09 �m filter.
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Kenyon & Hartmann 1987; Cotera et al. 2001). We also adopted
a diskmass of 0.15M�, which is higher than for ‘‘typical’’ T Tauri
disks (�0.05 M�; see, e.g., Beckwith et al. 1990; Osterloh &
Beckwith 1995; Andrews & Williams 2006) but in good agree-
ment with submillimeter diskmass determinations for other previ-
ously known FUors and EXors (Sandell &Weintraub 2001). The
inner radius of the disk (Rgap ¼ 5:5R�) was set equal to the dust
destruction or sublimation radius for the effective temperature
TeA of the central star. In addition, the magnetosphere corotating
radius Rtrunc was set to 5R�, since Kenyon et al. (1996) predict
truncation radii of 2R�–7R� for typical magnetic field strengths
and accretion rates of T Tauri stars (see also Stassun & Wood
1999). The size of the envelope, Renv ¼ 3000 AU, was fixed to a
‘‘common’’ value found in class I envelopes (Padgett et al. 1999;
Reipurth et al. 2000; Hogerheijde & Sandell 2000; Jorgensen
et al. 2002). In the infall model, material in the envelope is falling
in toRc. At first approximation, it seems reasonable to set an outer
radius of the disk, Rdisk, equal to the falling-in radius (Rc). Also
fixed were the stellar parameters, R� ¼ 2:5 R�,M� ¼ 0:55 M�,
and TeA ¼ 3600 K. These were chosen to represent an ‘‘average’’
T Tauri star with a bolometric luminosity comparable to that in-
ferred from the direct observations (see x 2).
In the model, we allowed variations of the grain properties in

different zones (disk midplane, disk atmosphere, envelope, and
cavity) as described in Whitney et al. (2003a). To reproduce the

Fig. 4.—Observed 2003–2004 SED of ISO-Cha I 192. The solid line repre-
sents the best fit of the disk + envelope model (see text). The errors are estimated
to be similar to the size of the symbols, except those derived from the spectrum by
Pontoppidan et al. (2003; pentagons), which are estimated to be larger.

Fig. 3.—The 1900 ; 2100 broadband and narrowband masked images of the region showing the morphology of the elongated reflection nebulosity around ISO-Cha I 192.
These were taken through filters centered in the Br� and 2.12�mH2 lines and the 2.09�m continuum, as well as theKs band. In all panels, the normalized PSF, defined as that
of the nearby star [CCE98] 40, was subtracted from ISO-Cha I 192. The bright (black) spot represents [CCE98] 40, and the noisy (top right) and white (other panels) circles
represent the residuals of the PSF subtraction at the position of ISO-Cha I 192 (see x 3.2 for details). The scale and orientation (north at top, east to the left) are identical for the
six panels. The distance between ISO-Cha I 192 and [CCE98] 40 is 1000.
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water ice feature at 3.1 �m we included a mantle of water ice on
each dust grain, covering the outer 10% and 5% of the radii of the
grains that are in the envelope and in the cavity, respectively. For
the ambient cloud density �amb ¼ 1:67 ; 10�20 g cm�3 and the
cavity density �cavity ¼ 1:67 ; 10�19 g cm�3, the adopted values
are typical for dense clouds andmolecular outflows, respectively
(see Whitney et al. 2003b). Finally, a polynomial shape for the
cavity with an exponent 0.7 was adopted.

The group of free parameters includes the centrifugal radius
Rc, the infalling rate Ṁenv, the mass accretion of the disk Ṁdisk,
the cavity opening angle �, and the inclination angle i. Table 3 gives
the range of values for each of the free parameters for which we
obtained fits of comparable quality to the observed data. The solid
line in Figure 4 shows the model that corresponds to the mean
values of the parameters listed in Table 3. The emergent star +
disk + envelope flux was extincted following the mean interstel-
lar extinction law, assuming a value of the optical extinction,AV ¼
13, in reasonably good agreement with previous determinations
of the extinction in this specific region of the cloud (Jones et al.
1985; Persi et al. 1999; Kainulainen et al. 2006). This model
yields Ltotal ¼ 1:55 L�, including the stellar + accretion disk lumi-
nosity, since envelope accretion luminosity is negligible. The value
is slightly larger than that obtainedby integrating theSED (see x 2).

The derived disk accretion rate, Ṁdisk � 10�7 M� yr�1 is,
however, about 3 orders of magnitude lower than that esti-
mated for posteruption class II FUor disks, Ṁdisk � 10�4 M� yr�1

(Hartmann & Kenyon 1996). In this model we have adopted
a viscosity parameter �disk ¼ 0:01 (Whitney et al. 2003b). The
disk accretion rate is directly proportional to the viscosity param-
eter (see eq. [4] in Whitney et al. 2003b); thus, a value of �disk

of 0.1 would increase Ṁdisk by an order of magnitude (i.e., up to
10�6 M� yr�1) but provide the samematch to the SED.Moreover,
an increase of the disk accretion rate by a factor of about 3–5, for
�disk ¼ 0:01, provides amatch to the observed SED that, overall,
is poorer than the one shown in Figure 4 and yields an Ltotal a fac-
tor of�1.8–2.5 larger than the value derived integrating the SED,
as in x 2.

The radiation transfer model fits satisfactorily the crude SED
that we constructed for ISO-Cha I 192, suggesting that an in-
falling envelope + disk + central source configuration does pro-
vide a likely geometry for the system.We acknowledge, however,
that a proper fit of such a complex two-dimensional model would
require amore complete set of simultaneous observations, such as
Spitzer IRS spectra supplemented by far-infrared and millimeter
fluxmeasurements, aswell as high-resolution imaging in the near-
and mid-infrared.

4. ISO-CHA I 192, A YOUNG FUor OR EXor SYSTEM

A number of the characteristics of ISO-Cha I 192 described
here place this young star as a candidate member of the FUor or
EXor class. The FUor systems are pre-main-sequence stars that
undergo outbursts that amount to 4 or more magnitudes in V
(Herbig 1977) and around 2–3 mag or more in K. On statistical

grounds, it is believed that these outbursts are recurrent (occur-
ring every�105 yr) throughout the lifetime of a T Tauri star. The
eruptions are explained in terms of sudden increases in the accre-
tion rate froma circumstellar disk into a central star, possibly caused
by previous piling up of material in the disk. The brightening oc-
curs in less than 1 yr and the luminosity of the system slowly (10–
100 yr) decays, probably acquiring its preoutburst level again. In
most cases, the FUor systems are associatedwith shockedH2 knots
and molecular outflows (Hartmann & Kenyon 1996 and refer-
ences therein). The best-known examples (e.g., FUOri andV1057
Cyg) are visibly bright young objects exhibiting large infrared ex-
cesses that evince the presence of dusty accretion disks. Their
K-band spectra are characterized by CO absorption band heads,
resembling late-type photospheres. A number of other highly em-
bedded, much younger, class I FUor candidates have been pro-
posed, and some of their observed characteristics seem to differ
from the prototype objects. Being a recurrent phenomenon, it is
not surprising that the detailed properties of the star, envelope,
and disk vary from the very first eruptions, while being embedded
class I objects, to those occurring at much later stages, as classical
T Tauri stars.

Bona fide FUors show the CO 2.3 �m overtone in absorption
(Kenyon & Hartmann 1989; Kenyon et al. 1993; Reipurth &
Aspin 1997) that is expected to arise in Keplerian rotating circum-
stellar disk atmospheres (Calvet et al. 1991). A number of FUor-
like candidates, on the other hand, do not display theCOabsorption
bands in the 2.3 �m region but exhibit other properties common
towell-knownFUors, such as sudden increases in luminosity, large
infrared excesses, and association with outflows and shocked gas
(Carr 1989; Hodapp et al. 1996; Reipurth & Aspin 1997, 2004;
Vacca et al. 2004). In a few known cases, the CO bands are in
emission.

Themore ill-defined class of EXLup or EXor systems are also
classical T Tauri stars that undergo outbursts similar to those of
FUors, although some of their differences (see, e.g., Aspin et al.
2006) are that the eruptions of the EXors appear to be of shorter
duration (decaying more rapidly) and occur more frequently (on a
timescale of decades) than those of FUors. After their outbursts,
EXors seem to suffer greater short-term variability than FUors.

Many of the observed characteristics of ISO-Cha I 192 reported
here do match those of FUors. Gómez & Mardones (2003) ob-
tained a K-band spectrum of ISO-Cha I 192. The H2 lines are in
emission, superposed on a practically featureless and very steeply
rising red continuum. In particular, no 2.3 �m CO band heads
(neither in absorption or in emission) are seen in this relatively
modest resolution (R � 500) near-infrared spectrum. As has been
proposed for other embedded candidates (e.g., Serpens DEOS),
these absorptions may be ‘‘veiled’’ by the rising dust continuum
or probably filled by band emission. On the other hand, the ob-
served photometric and spectroscopic behavior of ISO-Cha I 192
is also consistent with that of typical EXors.

It is interesting to compare the observed properties of ISO-
Cha I 192 with those of the well-studied V1647 Ori. During their
outbursts, both stars exhibited similarmagnitude and color changes,
�(J � H ) ’ �0:3,�(H � K ) ’ �0:2, and�K ’ 1:9 for ISO-
Cha I 192 (see Table 2) and �(J � H ) ’ �0:5, �(H � K ) ’
�0:3, and �K ’ 2:9 for V1647 Ori (Vacca et al. 2004). Just
after its outburst, the (J � H ) and (H � K ) color indices of the
latter were 2.1 and 1.6, while those of ISO-Cha I 192 were 2.9
and 2.3, respectively. The comparison of their infrared spectra in
several wavelength regions provides some interesting results. The
H-band spectra of both sources are identical, showing rising con-
tinuawith traces of veryweak emission lines (Gómez&Mardones
2003; Vacca et al. 2004; Gibb et al. 2006). A deep 3.1�mwater ice

TABLE 3

ISO-Cha I 192: Free Parameters of the Model

Parameter Value

Ṁdisk (M� yr�1)......................... (1 2) ; 10�7

Ṁenv (M� yr�1) ......................... (1 3) ; 10�6

Rc ¼ Rdisk (AU)........................ 5–20

� (deg) ....................................... 5–30

i (deg)........................................ 35–45
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absorption feature is present in both, with the C-H stretching fea-
ture at 3.4�mvisible in the long-wavelength wing. Also present in
their spectra is a moderate absorption at 4.67�m assigned to CO
ice. The Pf� and Br� emission lines are also evident in both stars
(Pontoppidan et al. 2003; Vacca et al. 2004; Gibb et al. 2006).
The presence of an elongated reflection nebula in their close vi-
cinities and extinctions amounting to AV ’ 13 are also common
features.

On the other hand, the 2.0–2.5 �m spectra of our compared
stars are extremely different. The spectrum of V1647 Ori shows
prominently the 2.3–2.5 �m series of 12CO (�v ¼ 2) bands in
emission, together with Br� andNa i lines (Vacca et al. 2004;Gibb
et al. 2006). In contrast, the spectrum of ISO-Cha I 192 obtained
by Gómez &Mardones (2003) shows strong emission of the 2.4–
2.5 �m H2 Q series and the 2.12 �m H2(1–0) line and no Br� or
CO bands, either in emission or absorption. In the case of ISO-
Cha I 192, the available K-band spectrum was obtained on 1999
April 10 and 12, when the eruption was probably in course (see
Table 2 and Fig. 1). The lack of absorption in the CO bands may
be a temporary feature. Finally, no silicate 9.7�m emission or ab-
sorption is present in the spectrum of V1647 Ori (Ábrahám et al.
2006), while ourmid-infrared narrowband photometry reveals this
feature in absorption.

There has been controversy in the literature as towhetherV1647
Ori belongs to the EXor or FUor class (e.g., Reipurth & Aspin
[2004] vs. Briceño et al. [2004]), as the star shows a number of
characteristics that can be fitted to either class. We support the
statement byAspin et al. (2006) in the sense that, at present, ‘‘given
our limited understanding of either group of stars, it is still unclear
whether this is a semantic distinction, i.e., whether FUors and
EXors are different shades of the same phenomenon.’’ Clearly, the
validity of this statement is enhanced when applied to ISO-Cha I
192, which has very limited observational data available. One im-
portant point in this respect is that the model fitted to our SED
yields a disk accretion rate of the order of 10�7 M� yr�1, some 3
orders of magnitude lower than the canonical values for the disk
accretion rates derived for bona fide FUors.

The above comparison illustrates well the differences in the de-
tailed observable characteristics of these kinds of young eruptive
objects. It is well known that similar contrasting features are seen
even among accepted bona fide FUor systems (Hartmann &
Kenyon 1996). Furthermore, certain spectroscopic properties are
dependent on how advanced in its eruption a particular object is
observed (e.g., V1057 Cyg; Briceño et al. 2004). Clearly, the ob-
served properties of each eruptive system (spectrum, SED, variabil-
ity, etc.) depend on the precise physical intrinsic and environmental
conditions under which the outburst occur, not to mention geo-
metric factors,most notably the inclination angle of the disk. There-
fore, it should not be surprising to find such varying spectroscopic
‘‘signatures’’ in different confirmed FUors and FUor-like objects,
and also in EXors. Note, for example, that the 9.7�m silicate fea-
ture is seen in many of these objects either in emission or absorp-
tion, and in other cases it is totally absent (Schütz et al. 2005). If,
as is commonly accepted, the FUor and EXor phenomena are

recurrent in the life of pre-main-sequence low-mass stars, it would
be natural to expect detailed differences in each sequential erup-
tion, and thus, these may be the result of evolutionary effects, both
in the star and its disk. We could even imagine that FUors and
EXors are consequences of the same physical phenomenon, only
with one occurring much later in the life of a T Tauri star. Evo-
lutionary effects could be responsible for making the decay time
much faster in EXors than in FUors.

5. SUMMARY

We report the detection of a brightness increase of about
2 mag in the Ks-band magnitude of ISO-Cha I 192, a class I ob-
ject thought to be driving a bipolar CO outflow in the Chamaeleon
dark cloud. This substantial change has occurred during a period
of about 3 yr, fromMarch 1996untilApril 1999, although the erup-
tive event may have occurred in a much shorter period.
New ground-based and satellite observations of ISO-Cha I 192

are presented in the wavelength range 2–70 �m. These include
calibrated images taken with the Clay/Magellan telescope at Las
Campanas and the ESO 3.6 m telescope at La Silla, and archive
IRAC and MIPS images taken with Spitzer.
During the eruption, the object has a luminosity L � 1:5 L�,

implying a very low mass pre-main-sequence star. An elongated
infrared reflection nebula of size�530AU is seen originating from
the star in the direction of the CO bipolar outflow.
Many of the properties that we found in ISO-Cha I 192, notably

the large outburst, association with shocked molecular hydrogen,
and certain spectroscopic features, suggest that this is a very young
eruptive. Its observed characteristics are similar to known FUOri–
or EX Lup–type systems, although the implied low mass and low
accretion rate support the latter case.
We have combined quasi-simultaneous photometry from the

literature with new mid-infrared data reported in this contribution
to construct the SED of this object. We used a two-dimensional
radiative transfer code that adopts a realistic configuration for the
young star, including the contributions of an infalling envelope, a
flared disk, and bipolar cavities (Whitney et al. 2003a, 2003b).
This model fits the observed SED reasonably well in the infrared
regimen. However, this modeling attempt ought to be taken as an
experiment.
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